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 Amit   Poonam

Male :........................... Sex ...........................: Female
 12/05/1981 :.................... Date of Birth ....................: 19/08/1985
 Tuesday :..................... Day of Birth .....................: Monday
 06:30:00 :.................... Time of Birth ....................: 15:06:00

02:21:40 :............... Time of Birth (Ghati) ...............: 23:29:54
India :........................ Country ........................: India

 Agra :........................... City ...........................: Raipura
 North  27:09:00 :....................... Latitude .......................:   25:14:00  North
 East  78:00:00 :...................... Longitude ......................:   81:07:00  East
 East  82:30:00 :......................... Zone ....................:   82:30:00  East
 - 0:18:00 :............ Local Time Correction ............: - 0:05:32
 0:00:00 :.......... War / Summer Time Corr ...........: 0:00:00
 6:12:00 :..................... Local Time .....................: 15:00:28

5:33:20 :....................... Sunrise .......................: 5:42:02
18:55:46 :........................ Sunset ........................: 18:35:50
23:35:32 :............ Chitrapaksh  Ayanamsa ............: 23:39:11

 Taurus :...................... Ascendant ......................: Sagittarius
Venus :.................. Ascendant Lord ..................: Jupiter

  Leo :........................... Rasi ...........................: Virgo
  Sun :....................... Rasi-Lord .......................: Mercury
  Magha :....................... Nakshatra .......................: Hasta
  Ketu :.................. Nakshatra Lord ..................: Moon
  4 :........................ Charan ........................: 1
  Dhruva :......................... Yoga .........................: Sadhya

Kaulava :......................... Karan .........................: Vanij
Maisi-May :.................. Name Alphabet ..................: Poo-Pooja

  Taurus :............... Sun Sign (Western) .........: Leo
  Kshatriya :......................... Varan .........................: Vaishya

Vanchar :......................... Vashya .........................: Manav
  Mooshak :........................... Yoni ...........................: Mahish

Rakshas :........................... Gan ...........................: Deva
Antya :........................... Nadi ...........................: Adya

  Mooshak :.......................... Varga ..........................: Mooshak

S.No. : Model : AJ-M3 Date :
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Degree Sign Pln Sign Degree

12:33:28 Tau  Asc  Sag 7:16:19
 27:37:50 Ari  Sun  Leo 2:41:41
 10:38:20 Leo  Mon  Vir 12:15:44
 18:51:27 Ari  Mar  Can 22:33:29
 13:25:22 Tau  Mer -R Can 19:42:31
 7:13:25 Vir R- Jup -R Cap 16:29:16
 6:40:38 Tau  Ven  Gem 26:02:10
 9:53:07 Vir R- Sat  Lib 28:18:02
 11:19:46 Can R- Rah -R Ari 18:31:32
 11:19:46 Cap R- Ket -R Lib 18:31:32
 4:48:35 Sco R- Ura -R Sco 20:18:53
 0:44:06 Sag R- Nep -R Sag 7:20:44
 28:35:53 Vir R- Plu  Lib 8:40:42
 26:43:07 Cap Mid Heaven Vir 20:15:16

Chitrapaksh Ayanamsa: 23:35:32 Degrees

Planetary Degrees and Vimsottari Dasa

 Amit   Poonam

Lagna And Chalit Lagna And Chalit

Balance of Dasa
Ketu

 1 Y  4 M  29 D

Mon    10 Years
-------------------------------------------

10/10/2008
 10/10/2018
-------------------------------------------

Mon 10/08/2009
Mar 11/03/2010
Rah 10/09/2011
Jup 09/01/2013
Sat 11/08/2014
Mer 10/01/2016
Ket 10/08/2016
Ven 11/04/2018
Sun 10/10/2018

Balance of Dasa
Moon

 8 Y  3 M  19 D

Rah    18 Years
-------------------------------------------

08/12/2000
 08/12/2018
-------------------------------------------

Rah 21/08/2003
Jup 13/01/2006
Sat 19/11/2008
Mer 09/06/2011
Ket 26/06/2012
Ven 27/06/2015
Sun 21/05/2016
Mon 20/11/2017
Mar 08/12/2018
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 Amit   Poonam

Moon Moon

Navamsa Navamsa
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 Ashtakoot Guna Chart
 Koot Male Female Dosha Max-Marks Marks Area
 Varan Kshatriya Vaishya -- 1 1 Deeds
 Vashya Vanchar Manav -- 2 0 Nature
 Tara Kshem Vadha -- 3 1.5 Destiny
 Yoni Mooshak Mahish -- 4 2 Sex Life
 Graha_Maitri Sun Mercury -- 5 4 Relationship
 Gana Rakshas Deva -- 6 1 Sociality
 Bhakoot Leo Virgo Yes 7 0 Life Style
 Nadi Antya Adya -- 8 8 Kids/Health

 Total    36 17.5

 Amit   Poonam

 - Bhakoot Dosh is not Severe since rasi lords are friendly.

 - Amit  belongs to Mooshak varga and Poonam  belongs to Mooshak varga.
Relationship between these two is neutral.

 - Ashtakoot matching suggests that match between Amit  and  Poonam  is not
acceptable.

Manglik Dosh Compatibility

 Amit  is manglik since Mars is positioned in the Twelfth house from Lagna.

O;;s p dqtnk s"k % dU;kfeFk qu;k sjfoukA
}kn'k s Hkk Senk s"kLrq o`"krk Sfyd;k sjfoukAA

 Manglik effect gets cancelled in case Mars, in the twelfth house, is
deposited in any of the signs ruled by the planets Mars, Mercury and Venus.

 Because Mars in the Horoscope of Amit  is placed in Twelfth house in
Aries hence Manglik Dosha looses its strength.

Hkk Ses% ofØf.k uhpx`gs ok·dZLFk s·fi ok u dqtnk s"k %A

Manglik dosha is ineffective in case Mars is debilitated, combust or in the
retrograde motion.

 Mars in the Horoscope of Amit  is combust hence Manglik Dosha looses its
strength.
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 Amit   Poonam

ruq/kuqenek;qyk ZHk O;;x% dqtLrq nkEiR;e~A
fo?kV;fr rn~ x`g s'kk s u fo?kV;fr rqaxfe=xsg sokAA

 Manglik effect gets cancelled in case Mars is in his own sign or exalted.

 Mars in the Horoscope of Amit  is placed in own sign hence Manglik Dosha
looses its strength.

Poonam  is manglik since Mars is positioned in the Eighth house from
Lagna.

Hkk Ses% ofØf.k uhpx`gs ok·dZLFk s·fi ok u dqtnk s"k %A

Manglik dosha is ineffective in case Mars is debilitated, combust or in the
retrograde motion.

 Mars in the Horoscope of Poonam  is combust hence Manglik Dosha
looses its strength.

 Mars in the Horoscope of Poonam  is placed in Debilitation hence Manglik
Dosha looses its strength.

f="kV~ ,dkn'k s jkg w f="kV~ ,dkn'k s 'kfu%A
f="kV~ ,dkn'k s Hkk Se% loZnk s"k fouk'kÑr~AA

In case the native is a Manglik and in the other native's horoscope if either
of Rahu, Mars or Saturn are deposited in 3,6 or 11 house then Manglik dosh does
not have any significance.

 Because Saturn in the Poonam  Horoscope is placed in Eleventh house
hence Manglik Dosha, mutually, looses its strength.

f="kV~ ,dkn'k s jkg w f="kV~ ,dkn'k s 'kfu%A
f="kV~ ,dkn'k s Hkk Se% loZnk s"k fouk'kÑr~AA

In case the native is a Manglik and in the other native's horoscope if either
of Rahu, Mars or Saturn are deposited in 3,6 or 11 house then Manglik dosh does
not have any significance.

 Because Rahu in the Amit  Horoscope is placed in Third house hence
Manglik Dosha, mutually, looses its strength.
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 Amit   Poonam

 Manglik match suggests that match between Amit  and  Poonam  is
acceptable.

Conclusion

 Match is not compatible since ashtakoot guna does not match.
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 Amit   Poonam

Nature
The chances of adjustment between Amit  and Poonam  is below

average. These two individuals will have too many differences and only if they
work very hard will they be able to make their marriage work. The sign of Amit
is Leo which is a fiery sign and that of Poonam  is Virgo which is an earthy
sign.

The Rasi lord of Amit  which is Sun falls in the friendly house of
Poonam  The Rasi lord of Poonam  is Mercury and it falls in the neutral house
of Amit  . They share a friendly house relationship. Amit  will always admire and
feel proud of Poonam  ’s intelligent and meticulous style of operating.
Governed by the fiery sign, he may be slightly rash in his acts occasionally.
But his analytical, sensible wife will always be there to point it out to him
preventing him from going wrong eventually. Poonam   will love his courage
and daring approach and Amit  will love her devotion and honesty.

The sign of Amit  falls twelfth from Poonam  ’s sign and the sign of
Poonam  falls second from the sign of Amit  This two-twelve sign pattern falls
under Bhakoot dosh. The major troublemakers will be Amit  ’s critical and
dominating natures. Amit  will get hurt by Poonam  ’s critical comments as he
attaches a lot of importance to himself and needs flattery in heavy doses.
Poonam  ’s independence will be marred by Amit  ’s bossiness and extreme
possessiveness. If they try hard they can mend these flaws. If Poonam  curbs
her criticism a little, she will experience Amit  ’s true nobility and generosity.

The vashya of Amit  is Vanchar which means inhabitant of forest and
the vashya of Amit  is Manav which means human being.  There is a natural
enmity between these two vashyas which may adversely affect their sexual
relationship. Belonging to the virginal sign, Poonam  ’s passions and desires
may not be as intense and hot as those of Amit  This will leave Amit  defeated
and depressed.

The varan of Amit  is Kshatriya and that of Poonam  is Vaishya.
Poonam  will be more inclined towards money matter. She will grumble about
Amit  ’s extravagant nature and may nag him for it. Amit  will like to take up the
kind of job that satisfies his urge for adventure.
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 Amit   Poonam

Health

Nadi of Amit  is antya and that of Poonam  is adya. As their nadis
are different, they do not suffer from nadi dosh. This will have favorable effect
an the health of both.

Both Amit  and Poonam  are manglik. Mars of one will have some
malefic effect on the health of other or on their mutual sex life. Poonam  has
risk of abortion and they both are prone to accidents. They may get infection of
urinary tract and lumps.

A slight change in food habits and life style may reduce the risk of
getting the above diseases.

An astrological advice to both to reduce the ill-effect of mars is that
they both should worship lord Hanuman and have fast on Tuesdays.

Children

This matching is perfect as far as the issues of Amit   and Poonam
are concerned. The arrival of their children will be well in time and there will be
no delay in this matter. Even the gap between their children will be normal.
Amit  and Poonam  will be blessed with equal number of sons and daughters.

If Poonam  has any preconceived fears regarding her pregnancy,
she is advised to shed them off as she will have normal delivery. There is no
risk of her having a miscarriage or any other serious gynaecological
complication. Being full of energy, strength and vitality, she will give birth to
healthy beautiful children. This will please her husband and in-laws. Amit   and
Poonam  will be fully satisfied with the performance of their children in their
respective fields. But they will be more devoted to their father. They will never
take a step against the wishes of their father . They will give Amit  and Poonam
 enough reasons to be proud of them.
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 Amit   Poonam

Finance
 The Tara has neutral effect on the financial status of both Amit  and

Poonam  .

The sign of Amit  . falls second from the sign of Poonam  . and the
sign of Poonam  . falls twelfth from the sign of Amit  .. This two-twelve sign
pattern falls under Bhakoot dosh.

Mars has ill-effect on the financial position of Amit  ... The net result
is that they will have to face monetary losses quite often. Due to Bhakoot dosh
Poonam  ... will fritter away a lot of money on useless luxuries. Amit  ... may
also cultivate vicious habits like drinking, smoking, gambling etc. Due to this,
heavy loss of money is indicated. Amit  ... and Poonam  ... are advised to be
careful about money matters.

Relation With In Laws

 Poonam  will share perfect understanding with all her in-laws but
there may a few problems when it comes to adjustment with her mother-in-law.
Though if she tries she can win her mother-in-law’s favour. For this she will
have to display a lot of patience and understanding.

But she will get on famously with her father-in-law, brother-in-law
and sister-in-law. She will cater to the needs of her father-in-law and he will
shower affection on her. Due to her respectful nature and her instinct to serve
and care, her brother-in-law and sister-in-law will find her open and friendly
nature very refreshing.

The attitude of her in-law will be fairly good towards her.

 The relationship between Amit  and his mother-in-law may not be
tension-free and harmonious. They are likely to have difference of opinion
owing to the generation gap between them.  But they can always sort out the
differences whatsoever that may arise if they have the inclination.

But he will be on very good terms with his father-in-law. He will be
respectful towards him and will treat him like his own father. He will seek advice
from him whenever he needs it. But he may not get along too well with his
brother-in-law and sister-in-law. They will seldom see eye to eye with him on
most subjects.

But the general attitude of his in-laws shall be fairly good.
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